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Introduction

Technology, the application of scientific knowledge to exploration and the betterment of

lives, has been the cornerstone of the human race since its beginnings. And in the 21st century,

technological breakthroughs are more impactful than ever in the medical field. Health

technology has come a long way: patient identification went from manually sorted paper

documents stored in cabinets to cloud storage systems, computers can now analyze a disease

and predict which medicinal substances are the most beneficial towards combating it, and

personal items now have the ability to help regulate body conditions. Information is hugely

accessible, and it has greatly improved healthcare services. However, with all these

advancements come legal, social, and ethical issues.

Data breaches and marketing of client information almost seem like a common headline

for modern tech companies, and every time they occur, the trust people put in these corporate

entities that are supposed to keep them safe gets dented. However, data “leaks” are not just

prone in large company databases; even wearable gadgets, such as Fitbits, and the everyday

smartphone are information sources. They track data from their user and relay it back to their

corresponding companies. While these risks build up and pose a significant threat to modern

healthcare, safeguarding patient information isn’t a priority on most large companies’ agendas.

Back in March 2011, only 38 percent of healthcare providers wanted to prioritize security in

Electronic Health Records rather than utilizing the information for beneficial purposes in a

survey done by Healthcare IT News.
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Lastly, newest advancements in health technology is convenient for many, but it also

raises a couple of red flags. Artificial Intelligence (AI), for example, is the newest frontier in

healthcare: millions of medical documents and patient profiles can be sorted and located within

clicks of a mouse. Not only that, certain AI programs can even outperform professionals at

diagnosing lethal conditions such as cancer. However, is this usage of patient information fair? If

a robot is able to access the information of thousands or even millions in an instant (often

without the individuals knowing), what is there to prevent a person with malicious intent to do

the same thing?

The WHO states medical technology as the “application of organized knowledge and skills

in the form of devices, medicines, vaccines, procedures, and systems developed to solve a

health problem and improve quality of lives.” Any medical practice should always prioritize the

prosperity of patients, nor should it be detrimental to those that administer medicine, and it

should be unquestionable that a part of wellbeing is privacy. A person is worth more than their

statistics, medical records, preferences, … etc., and deserve to be treated as such.

Definition of Key Terms

Electronic Health/Medical Records (EHR/EMR)

EHRs are the digital profiles of patients that contain their history with physicians, nurses,

and other medical personnel. They keep track of medications and other treatments for future

references.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

AI is the quality of robots being able to demonstrate human-like functions, such as

logical reasoning and learning. Using robots, tedious and complicated tasks can be dealt with in

an instant. But, because humans wear down faster than robots and require more to maintain, AI

is an upcoming competitor in many fields, including medical-related ones.

Health Technology
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As defined by WHO, health technology is the application of organized knowledge and

skills in the form of devices, medicines, vaccines, procedures and systems developed to solve a

health problem and improve quality of lives.

History

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

The US government established the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

of 1996 (HIPAA) for several goals: regulating available healthcare plans, streamlining the flow of

patient information, and maintaining security of said data. Entities such as health insurers and

healthcare institutions must also only share the minimum necessary information needed for any

purposes. Patients also reserve the right to request corrections to any inaccuracies to personal

information, and said entities must take steps in ensuring the anonymity of patients during

communication.

As technology advances, more measures need to be taken to ensure the security of

patient information, so several region-specific laws have been added to the HIPAA. Yet, new

disease-detection and prevention technologies often use patient information, and the muddy

lines of consent do not establish a clear way of using personal data. Also, the HIPAA only

covers the United States; not all countries have adopted such a stance to ensure the fair usage

and security of patient information.

Key Issues

Medical Privacy/Confidentiality

Privacy is one of the 30 fundamental rights under the UN Declaration of Human Rights:

“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or

correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the

protection of the law against such interference or attacks.” And with information getting more

accessible as technology advances, laws should be put in place to protect the autonomy and

respect of each individual, even if the information regards the medical history and other
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information of each patient. However, not all patients, or just consumers in general, care about

their privacy as much as they say they do, and not every company is willing to invest in the

individual privacy of every single individual. It’s simply not cost effective, but nor is it viable to

neglect one of the fundamental human rights.

Job Competition/Ethics

The rise of AI has put many jobs into jeopardy; despite high investment costs, they

require little maintenance. There is little incentive for companies and hospitals to pay

increasingly for a medical school graduate and cover their insurance over investing in a

easily-replaceable technology that has a much smaller risk of misdiagnosing. However, like

other fields, many physicians, nurses, and other jobs in the medical field would get lost, which

not only detrimental impacts those individuals, but unemployment benefits dent economic

growth. Yet, this technology is able to save the lives that would have been lost due to human

error. There must be a balance between human and machines that reap the benefits of both

sides.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

Australia

Australia established the Privacy Act 1988 to assist the government in managing the

privacy and security of personal information. To further increase the control that patients have

over their information, the Australian Government put Personally Controlled Electronic Health

Records (PCEHR; now known as My Health Record) into use in 2012, where patients can

directly access and adjust their information, and increased security (ie. encryption) is placed on

these records.

Canada

The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), first

passed in 2000, enstates rules regarding the collection, use and disclosure of personal medical

information by healthcare workers, which extends to almost all healthcare professionals.

Turkey
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Despite legal codes guaranteeing the privacy of personal patient information, in 2014,

the Ministry of Health confirmed that they sell anonymized patient information through the Social

Security Institution (SGK) to third parties.

United Kingdom

Under the United Kingdom’s Data Protection Act of 2018, the use of personal data by

organisations, businesses, and governments is regulated. The use of personal information must

be kept lawfully and to a minimum. The United Kingdom’s National Health Services use

electronic health records, but the datas from different medical institutions remain separate. In

2016, the care.data programme was launched, proposing to compile surgery data into a

centralized data bank, but was cancelled after receiving significant pushback.

United States

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was enacted by the

104th United States Congress in 1996. The act aims to protect the use and disclosure of

protected health information (PHI). For example, entities such as medical services of health

insurers must only disclose the minimum amount of PHI when necessary, and must notify

individuals about use of their PHI.

Under the Trump Administration, the American AI Initiative was launched on February

11, 2019. The initiative aimed to foster the development of new and innovative AI technologies,

while at the same time fostering public confidence and trust in American developed AIs. In

2019, the United States supported the G20 AI principles, which was drawn from the OECD AI

Recommendation. The principles seek to foster trust in AI technologies through robustness,

transparency, and accountability.

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

Date Description of Event

1948 The Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights

Set by the UN General Assembly on December 10, 1948, this document is now
the common standard for the treatment of every individual and the basis of
multiple human rights treaties.
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1993 The founding of
OHCHR

To assist governments and the UN in the protection of human rights and to
educate and advocate for the general public, the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights was established. The objectives of the
OHCHR include ensuring universal enjoyment of human rights, promoting new
norms and international cooperation for human rights, and responding to
violations of human rights.

1995 The Data
Protection Directive

Established by the European Union in 1995, this directive allows individuals to
have more control over the processing of their personal data. The EU
continues to expand on laws regarding personal privacy (medical privacy
included) later.

1996 HIPAA
The US government established the HIPAA to streamline and protect patient
information.

2018 General Data
Protection Regulation

As a law that succeeds the Data Protection Directive, the EU aimed to further
increase the control one had over their own information across the internet.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events

● Impact of new technologies on the promotion and protection of human rights in the

context of assemblies, including peaceful protests, 24 June 2020 (A/HRC/44/24)

● The right to privacy in the digital age, 3 August 2018 (A/HRC/39/29)

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

Expert workshop on the right to privacy in the digital age, 19-20 February 2018

On 19-20 February 2018, during the 39th session of the Human Rights Council, 17

member states, inter governmental organizations (IGOs) and nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs), National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs), and individuals exchanged information

regarding big data and artificial intelligence and how individual data should be utilized. The

report claims that although the development and usage of the internet is advancing rapidly, laws

regarding surveillance, enforcement, and privacy are weak and/or ineffective and constantly

getting outdated. It encourages further exchanges among member states and other

stakeholders to ensure the fair use of data across the internet.
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However, this report has a focus on the general use of information on the internet; it

does not directly address the rise of artificial intelligence, EHRs, and other medical technologies

that also incorporate patient information. Understandably, many technologies involved with big

data and personal information are new, and there may not be enough laws to determine what is

“fair use.” But, the need to protect and promote privacy is addressed in the report by OHCHR,

and more measures need to be taken.

Possible Solutions

1. Increasing the regulation of the marketing of big data (patient information included) by

companies and governments to ensure that patient security is their first priority and

requiring firms to increase their security regarding information storage.

● Pros: Patients will have more control over what is being shared about

themselves, and foster a more realistic sense of security, rather than a false

sense that most companies resort to today.

● Cons: Increasing security comes with a cost, and technologies such as

disease-detecting and preventing AIs may have limited access to vital information

to conduct a full diagnosis. Increasing regulations means that it will also be more

difficult for companies to adhere to them. Also, there have been similar measures

that limit the use of other’s information to this taken in the past, such as the EU’s

GDPR, and there may be backlash from companies or even individuals.

2. Develop and implement legal frameworks that are up-to-date with the latest AI, and

educate patients about data usage and consent.

● Pros: This increases the transparency of data usage of big tech and medical

companies, increasing the sense of security in patients.

● Cons: This requires collaboration and the exchange of information across

Member States and other entities. While that has been done before regarding the

same topic, more exchanges need to be conducted. Also, governments need to

be more strict at implementing these frameworks as companies tend to disregard

patient security.
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